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The Calaidbcaring aid was introduced in 1948/9 to provide assistance 10 hearing impaired ~hildren. warveterans and (from 1968) eligible 
pensioners. Designed and manufactured by the Comm!lIlWeR!th Acoustic Laborntories (CAL), later the Nmional Acoustic Laborallmes 
(NAt). the aid waS redesigned a number "ftimes until it was p'-dout in 199213. 

During the more than 40 years of its production, over one 
million Caluids were produced. Designed on the basis of in
house !llld internationally published research, the aids were a 
vital part of one of the world's most significant Audiological 
services, and provided results which were at least equivalent to 
those obtained with the best of the world's commercially 
designed and manufactured products. 

At the completion of World War II, Australian health 
authorities were confronted with two new and quite disparate 
groups of hearing impaired people. 

One group consisted of the thousands of e"-service 
per.;ons returning to civilian life with war caused hearing 
damage. This group generally exhibited the mild to modernte 
loss of sensitivity to highcr frequency sounds resulting from 
exposure to excessive loud noise. 

The second group comprised young children, born with 
hearing impairment after an Australia wide epidemic of 
rubella during the early years of the War. Investigations of 
these children, initially by Gregg (1941), led to the first 
realisation that in-utero conditions could have effects on the 
child. The known children were typically severely to 
profoundly hearing impaired, with little or no speech. They 
were born to parents who had normal speech and language, 
and wanted their children to grow up in an oral, auditory 
world.. 

Apart from placement in a manual language school for 
deaf children, no model existed anywhere in the world for 
management of the problems presented by the 2 groups. 
Accordingly, the National Health and Medical Research 
Council was asked for advice, and a branch of the Council, the 
Aconstic Research Laborntory issued a Report recommending 
the establishment of a dedicated facility to research and 
provide service. This led to the formation of the 
Commonwealth Acoustic Laboratories, soon known as CAL 
According to the Acoustic Laboratories Act, given Royal 
Assent in June, 1948, the Laboratories were " ... for scientific 
investigation including that in respect ofhcaring aids and their 
application to the needs of individuals, and in respect of 
problems with noise as it affects individuals." 

The title and status of the Laboratories has changed over 
timc. Originally the COIIllllonwealth Acoustic Laboratories 
(CAL), the name was changed to National Acoustic 
Laboratories (NAL) in 1974. In 1993, the term NAL was 

restricted to the research ann of the new Australian Hearing 
Services (AlfS), which took responsibHity for service delivery, 
and, in turn, became Australian Hearing (AH) in 1997. 

Initially service by the Laboratories was provided using 
hearing aids imported from the U.S.A. These were found to be 
highly expensive, particularly for repair parts, which, because 
the users were young children, were frequently required. 
Further, there was a !!Carcity of U.S. dollars to pay for imports. 
Consequantly, the decision was taken that hearing aids would 
be designed and manufactured in Australia, by the CAL. Thus 
was the Conunonwealth Acoustic Laboratory Aid, the Calaid, 
born. 

One of the fim projects of the Laboratories was the 
development of an extremely accurate and reliable system for 
acoustic measurement This involved standardisation of the 
measurement of sound pressure level derived from the 
reciprocity calibration of Western Electric 640 AA 
microphones. Before the availability of test ch<UI\bm for 
measuring the acoustic performance of hearing aids, CAL's 
measurement system involved applying essentially oonstant 
sound preesure signals, over the frequency range of interest, 
through the small cavity formed by covering the hearing aid 
microphone with a MXI41AR cushion and Pcrmaflux PDR3 
earphone. The output of the hearing aid earphone was 
measured in a NBS 2ee coupler, which. simulated its use lU the 
ear. This system, the rigorous standardisation of which was a 
characteristio of the Laboratories history, becarnethe basis of 
design and quality control of the Calaid, at a time when few 
other countries in the world could boast such refmements. 

The first Calaid designed and manufactured by the 
Labmatories was first used in 1948J9. As with all hearing aids 
of tho lime, this was a body lcvol type with a button earphone 
attached by a cord. The aid was based on 3 valves, and used a 
piezoelectric microphone and electro magnetic earphone. The 
aid cmue in 3 power ranges, with power determined by the 
battery voltage of 45, 33 or 22.5 volts. No record of the 
maxinllUll power, or peak clipping levels, is available, although 
the 3 levels are preswned to have approximated 115, 120 and 
125 dB SPL average level as measured in a 2cc coupler or 
artificial ear. The frequency response of the aid was dictated 
by the charncteristies of the mierophonc and earphone, but 3 
tone controls, including a high frequency control, were 
included. 
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The introducnon ofthetrallsiswr ill the mid 19505 gave 
the oppornmity for a much smaller and more convenient aid 
with a more efficient amplifier. Further, the transistor aid 
cnuM he merl with a 15 yolt penlight battery, allowing great 
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permit, the proximity of the earphone and microphone 
increased the risk of both acoustic and mechanical feedback, 
dictating that the range of llVltiJable gain was restricted. These 
two limitations on output meant the aid wag much more 
suitable than body aids for the mild to moderately hearing 
impaired. As a consequence, the number of people who could 
be helped by hearing aids was dramatically increased. 

The availability of the low powerllow gain Calaid E was II 
critical factor in the Federal Government's 1967 decision to 
provide free hearing aids to al1 pensioners and their 
dependents. TIlls decision was to be implemented by an 
expansion of CAL. It would have been extremely difficult, if 
not impossible, to implement such a decision using only a 
body level hearing aid. As it turned out, the range of 
performance optiOOli provided by the Calaid E and Calaid T 
was such that they were able to fully satisfy the requirements 
of the Government's hearing aid schemes lUltil the mid 1970s. 

The next step in the history of the Calaid came about as a 
result of a number of research and other fmdings. The late 
1960s and early 1970s wa.~ a period of great interest in the real 
ear as opposed to solUld field and lee coupler performance of 
heating aids. Flowing from the open mould technique of the 
Contra1ateral Routing of Signals (~CROS") aid (Harford and 
Barry, 1%5), earmould vents and tubing modifications (sueh 
as diameter changes, hom effects and attenuators) were 
introduced as methods of controlling thc real ear response of 
aids. Much of the work involved in the investi>lation of these 
response controls was perfonned within the Laboratories (e.g 
McCrae, 1981; 1982). Interest in real ear response led to 
deveLopment of methods for measuring real ear performance, 
particularly real ear gain. Aided and unaided soundfield 
thresholds, and aided and unaided acoustic reflex thresholds 
{Tonisson, 1975) were used as measures of real ear gain. 
Finally, in the 1980s, ear canal probe tubes became the method 
of choice for real ear measurement. 

The ability to control, and predict, real ear aided responses 
and to mca&Urc the outcomes, were important aspects in the 
development of a standardised hearing aid gain/frequency 
response selection procedure. A number of these were 
developed throughout the world, with the most influential and 
widely used being that known as the NAL procedure (Byrne 
& Tonisson 1976, revi.sed Byrne & Dillon 1986). This 
procedure, based upon audiometric pure tone thresholds, led 
to development of a required performance specification for 
hearing aids, finally superseding the 1948 Harvard Report. 

While these audiological developments were taking place, 
new hearing aid microphones were being developed. The 
Ceramic microphone wa::; quickly followed by the Electret 
Among other advantages, these mkrophones were virtually 
vibration free, which allowed them to be molUlted close to the 
earphone without producing feedback. This permitted behind 
the ear aids to be produced with top mounted microphones 
and with much higher gains and power than before, extending 
the range of hearing 1()jQlllll which could benefit from on the 
head listening. 

The opportunities presented by the audiological research 
and the improved microphones led the Laboratories to 
produce a range of new aids. In particular, the movementwa::; 

away from the Calaid E to behind the ear aids, to give more 
versatility in performance (particularly venting and tubing 
modifications), and to extend the range of hearing losses 
which eould be fitted with on the head devices. 

The first of CAI:s behind the ear aids was the Calaid H, 
first issued in 1974. This aid, using a top facing microphone, 
was made in three power ranges and was su.itable for hearing 
levels up to approximately 85 dB (re audiometric zero). It 
included a choice of two microphones, one offering a steepe:r 
low frequency roll off than the other, as well as a user operated 
low tone cut. The aid could be used with a full range of 
acoustic modificatioOli. This aid quickly took over from the 
Calaid E as well as taking a significant proportion of the body 
aid usage. 

To supplement the Calaid H, and provide a higher powered 
aid, particularly for profoundly hearing impaired children, the 
Laboratories, in 1976, purchased by tender a number of 
commercially manufactured high powered behind the ear aids, 
called the Calaid RE. This purehose in turn was supplemented 
by an aid of the Laboratories own design in the same 
eommercial case, which was to be known as the Calaid P. The 
success of these aids led to further purchase of very high 
powered behind the ear mds for use particularly with very deaf 
children. 

While the behind the ear aids had by now taken over most 
of thc filting load, there was still a requirement for 
approximately 1000k of body level aids, for people tmable to 
mllnipulate the behind the ear type. and for the very profoundly 
deaf, for whom the maximum power of the behind the ear aid 
was still not sufficient. After more than 20 hears of service the 
Calaid T range was replaced by a new Iigbtweight body aid 
known lIS Calaid G. This aid, again in four power ranges. 
included themos! powerful of Cal aids, the Calaid GI2G. 

Tn 1978, the Australian Bureau of Statistics issued a report 
outlining details of hearing aid possession and usc in Australia 
(1978; Upfold and Wilson, 1980). Among other findings, this 
Report indicated that, regardless of whether the aid was 
privately purchased or was a CALINAL provided Calaid, 
22.1% of perwns with a hearing aid used it less than once a 
week,orneverusedit. 

These fmdings, together with further audiological research 
results, led to a number of changes in NACs approach. 
including a decision 10 develop behind the ear aids further. A 
new aid type, the Calaid V, was introduced featming a forward 
facing microphone, and three potentiometers for adjustment of 
maximum gain, maximum power output, and low frequency 
roll off. The Calaid V was introduced in the early 1980s and 
remained the most :frequcntly used aid in NAL's service for the 
next 10 years. Designed for use with hearing losses ranging 
from mild to profound, the aid was produced in three power 
ranges, each of which was adjustable downward by 
potentiometer. One effect of this was that it was possiblc to fit 
aids for milder impainnents than before (Upfold, 1988). In 
torn, this created a need for an aid which employed output 
compression limiting, rather than peak clippin& to minimise 
hannonic distortion and further reduce the maximum power 
output. The Calaid V was soon changed to output compression 
limiting, which became the standard fitting mode throughout 
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the Laboratories for all but the most severely and profoundly 
deaf. who required the additional power available with peak 
dipping. 

During the later 19808, the commercial advertisiug of all
in-the ear styles of hearing aids led to a demand by consumers 
for thc suggested cosmetic advantages and possible potential 
acoustic advantages of this aid type. NAL conducted an 
extensive study of the comparative advantages of behind the 
ear versus in the car aids (May, Upfold & Battaglia, 1990; 
Upfold, May & Battaglia 1990) which ooncluded there WIllI 

justification for an in the ear lIid, largely because some elderly 
people found it easier to manipulate. Accordingly, the NAL 
developed two versions of an in the ear aid, known as Calaid 
J. These aids were employed for about two years until the 
Calaid range ceased production with the commencement of a 
joint venture between NAL and a well established hearing aid 
manufacturer. 

Throughout its history the Calaid was designed by 
CAUNAL, its components were individually specified and 
purchased by CAUNAL and assembly was perfonned by 
several Australian companies under periodic contracts 

The question which must be asked is how successful was 
this concept of a range of hearing aids designed and 
manufactured by one Government organisation to satisfy its 
own requirements for hearing aids to fit to II market consisting 
of the very young and the elderly? Absolute answers are 
impossible, but some conclusions may be drawn from 
available sources. Firstly, there is the number of aids 
produced. From an initial 200 aids a year the number grew 
from2,285 ayearin 1966to 14,679 in 1970to36,876in 1980, 
to 86,600 in 1992. Secondly, the ASS 1978 survey allowed 
comparison of client usage of Calaids and clicnt usagc of 
privately purchased aids oornmen:ially produced by most of 
the WQl"ld's major manufacturers. This comparison showed 
there was no difference in uoo rates (measured in hours per 
day) by the two groups. This was fOood even though the 
Gov"rnm"nt group was much older than the private group, and 
even though the private group included only those who 
actually purchased un aid after trying it (Upfold & Wllson, 
1982). Thirdly, battery use figures by Calald users mdicated 
an increase in mean hours of use from 6.4 hours a day to 9.6 
hours a day between 1978 and 1981, an increase ascribed to 
improved audiological fitting teclmiques with the Calaids 
(Upfold & Wilson 1982). These aid use figures indicate that 
Ca\aids were being used as much as most aids produced 
throughout the world (Stevens, 1977). Fourthly, surveys of 
persons obtaining a Calaid as a replacement aid in 1976 and 
1981 showed thaI the majority of persons previously using a 
private commercial aid felt their new Clilaid was better than 
their old aid (Upfold & Wilson 1982). Similarly, studies of 
client satisfaction was Ca\aids invariably showed satisfaction 
levels to be high (Dillonet all99la, 199Ib). 

In the period of its production, from 1947 to 1993, well 
over a million Calaids were produced and fitted to a 
population of the very young and the elderly throughout the 
nation. Supported by an active und internationally acclaimed 
research programme, the Calaid was a significant part of 
Australia's health and acoustic history. 
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